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Primitive Passions: Visuality，Sexuality，Ethnography, and 
Contemporary Chinese Cinema. By Rey Chow. New York: 
Columbia University Press, 1995. 253 pp. US$59.50 (cloth), 
US$16.50 (paper). ISBN 0-231-07682-7 (hardback), 0-231- 
07683-5 (paperback).
Cultural translation or interaction in the contemporary 
world is an ethnography based on the global primacy of the 
visual, Rey Chow asserts. Because since the nineteenth century 
the West has ordered the world as a ceaseless exhibition, we 
are now well thrust into a visual century that values above all the 
image and produces meaning through surface, not depth. 
Because of this “structure of feeling，” when we interact with 
other cultures or translate them into our own, we fetishize 
cultural essence and exoticize the Other. This ethnicized and 
nationalized humanity, known through films as such while 
Western culture-as-image escapes into and is universalized in 
semiotic (and, I might add, psychological) analysis, leads to a 
conception of the self as subaltern in Chinese filmmakers 
themselves, who create something called primitive passions.
Primitive passions—fantasies about origins, locating a spot 
between culture and nature and between the first and third 
world, and diffusion of origin into the commonplace—emerge 
when writing, or literature, fades and the visual takes over. Many 
of us cultural ethnographers trained in literature, Chow implies, 
are reluctant to relinquish our textually-based 
“reading” habits (i_e_， the search for deep 
meaning and ideology-criticism) and have 
been unable to recognize that the most famous 
Chinese writers, such as Mao Dun, Yu Dafu,
Ba Jin, Shen Congwen, and Xiao Hong all 
have placed their particular take on the world 
within a framework of “technologized visuality.”
This tendency can be seen in stylistic 
innovations such as compressed descriptions, 
voyeuristic and confessional tales, details of 
local color, and observation as social analysis.
Indeed, the most famous of all modern 
literary incidents, Lu Xun(s story of lantern slide
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viewing in Japan and his conversion to writing, is a harbinger of 
this new kind of power and a warning that intellectuals are about 
to lose their hold on culture, which they once maintained through 
their facility with the written word. Lu Xun discovered what it 
means to be Chinese or, more broadly, to be non-Western, in a 
world that attaches ethnicity only to non-Western cultures: one is 
always being watched. As one watches oneself being watched, 
an obsession with the self develops; this is the well-known 
"obsession with China" that C. T. Hsia noted so many years ago. 
This obsession is nothing more than the sense of being 
watched.
Primitive passions are profoundly informed by gender 
representations and privilege women and the oppressed. The 
director who Chow feels best understands technologized 
張藝謀 visuality is Zhang Yimou. As opposed to Chen Kaige, who 
陳飢歌 assembles cultural components from within and deconstructs 
them, Zhang shows us the specularized body and draws 
attention to the surface, or the image. Chen, Chow illustrates, is 
the perfect filmmaker for the intellectual, who can charge right 
through the deceptive presentation of invis ib ility  and 
incorporeality (of women) to grasp the profound implications of 
Chen’s “text.” Zhang, on the other hand， focuses on the image, 
not what lies behind it. Through daring frontal displays and an 
exhibitionism that traffics in bright colors and female sexuality, 
Zhang shows us that the machine of surveillance is “the double 
gaze of the Chinese security state and the world's, especially the 
West's, orientalism” （170). In other words， Zhang Yimou’s films 
throw our own orientalism back in our faces by staging a critique 
and parodying orientalism ’s visual and violent gestures. 
Changing this relationship between watcher and watched would 
mean "a thorough disassembling of the visualist epistemological 
bases of disciplines such as anthropology and ethnography as 
we know them to date” （195)_
Much of Primitive Passions has been published in other 
forms, including articles on music and filmmaking, on male 
narcissism in King of the Children, and on the film Old Well. By 
sandwiching her previous work on film between essays on 
visuality and film-as-ethnography, however, Chow highlights 
issues of representation and interpretation between cultures that 
are significant to all of us working in literature, film theory,
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anthropology, and history. For the Western academic, whatever 
his or her national or cultural background, the problems involved 
in speaking, teaching, and writing about non-Western cultures 
have attracted so much critical attention that these problems 
themselves have become a field of study. In a contradictory and 
paradoxical way that often seems to strengthen the global 
supremacy of Western cultural issues, our difficulties as 
intellectuals teaching Asia threaten to supplant the study of Asia 
itself, replacing the material and cultural realities of (in this case) 
Chinese life with a focus on us, us, and more us. The outmoded 
concepts of objectivity and analysis are replaced by a chic and 
defensible foregrounding of our representations, our 
constructions, and our angst, turning scholarship into an 
opportunity for cultural therapy and eliminating the tiresome 
work of learning enough about any material culture to 
interpret—and thus value—within any framework not our own. 
Since the objective study of the Other is impossible, why not use 
them to study us?
Film studies is an excellent site for this inversion to occur, 
and Primitive Passions both shows us why and, to some extent, 
itself indulges in the switch. Despite Chow’s protests, written 
texts are more anchored to specific meaning than are images, 
which can be and are subjected to endless intellectual 
interpretations. Zhang Yimou may parody orientalism or the act 
of displaying through Gong Li’s eroticized acting, but his 
welcome in the West is not at all paradoxical, as Chow claims 
(171). Rather it is because ZhangJs dramatic and flashy surface 
presentation (coincidentally?) fits in nicely with the Western 
cultural demand for a sexy, revealed, and vulnerable female 
figure. Chow utilizes Baudrillard to argue that Zhang is not 
displaying women in his films, but illustrating the 
“‘transubstantiation of sex into signs that is the secret of all 
seduction”’(149)_ Yet in the United States the films of Zhang and 
Chen invariably are interpreted as “Chinese film” or films that tell 
us something about China—the old divide of general theory and 
specific culture, first and third world, scholar and native 
informant to which Chen refers (28). How can Zhang’s critique of 
orientalism work if no one gets it? Is Zhang truly so radical, and 
do we really betray feminism if we protest his representation of 
women (152)? Could this be an example of an intellectual
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ferretting out a rarified meaning so deep that even the 
educated—let alone someone as amorphous as the average 
viewer—doesn’t see it?
The power of spectacle is transmitted by the film industry, 
but no more than by ads, television shows, the World Wide Web, 
and magazines. In the West, only a small percentage—perhaps 
about the same number as those who read foreign novels—of 
film viewers go to foreign films, which play largely at art houses. 
It would take a much more detailed study to show that film is a 
special case of specularity; earlier “special case” scholars such 
as Laura Mulvey backed away from this thesis eventually. It 
would be even more difficult to provide evidence that twentieth- 
century Chinese literature in any way anticipated this change 
and that the stylistic forms to which Chow refers do not exist in 
traditional literary forms. Furthermore, this analysis of the globe­
going-visual does not take into account the way in which the 
Internet, with its email connections, has pushed text, in particular 
English language text, right into the center. It is clear that while 
visual meaning is increasing, written text is also holding its own, 
with a record number of books produced every year and 
textually-skilled, highly influential intellectuals working and 
writing at newspapers, magazines, universities, and think tanks.
Chow surely is correct in beginning her analysis at the 
twentieth-century explosion of images, including photography, 
film, television, and the ease of transport that has made print 
images travel much more than they used to. But what is the 
meaning of the expansion of the visual? Chow's analysis here 
also can be challenged. Perhaps there is no contradiction 
between her interpretation of Zhang’s films as almost 
revolutionary in their emphasis on visuality as a producer of 
meaning, and that of others who accuse Zhang of selling out to 
the West. If the visual can so easily displace cultural specificity 
and flu id ly address itse lf to global processes such as 
orientalizing, then how can it resist the flattening of culture we 
witness as our experiences are mediated by the same cultural 
forms throughout the world? To put it more strongly, is the 
modern expansion of the visual just a tool that paves the way for 
cultural sameness and capitalist growth?
Chow’s approach to film as unique and interesting material 
for studying local as well as global structures of meaning is, 
nonetheless, enlightening, and in this study she engages in both
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kinds of analysis. Film, after all, possesses but a brief history in 
any culture, and non-Western film does jet about the globe to a 
small but important number of viewers, is reviewed in major 
newspapers and periodicals, and is flashed on television 
screens and in print outlets through ads and awards coverage. 
Thus attention to film in its capacity as global culture is 
warranted. Yet film also emerges from a specific culture 
composed of daily realities, economic relationships, class 
structures, and particular issues, all of which are part of its 
construction. Not all of these components are concerned with 
the West and its relationship to China. Chow’s writing contains 
more than a nod toward the overarching context of interpretation 
provided by our master theorists, and also some disregard for 
any theoretical constructs that may emerge from a more 
historically or locally situated analysis. Is it possible to take 
advantage of Western theoretical interpretations without positing 
them as substitutes for the absent origin, and also to see both 
East and West, as Chow writes, as full and materialist (195)? 
Hopefully, film studies will not be the privileged cutting edge, the 
place where intellectuals working in the West will totally displace 
the local and material realities of culture in the non-West.
As my review illustrates, this provocative and fascinating 
study will not leave anyone at a loss for words. Any 
disagreements I have must be couched within an affirmation that 
recognizes the contribution this book makes to my field in scope, 
in theoretical sophistication, and in pedagogical usefulness. I 
highly recommend it.
Wendy LARSON
